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I. INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade LaSalle developed a general theory for examining 
the behavior of solutions of systems of differential equations with respect to 
certain sets (see [4] and its references). His main tool was to employ properties 
of the derivative of a Liapunov function in order to locate limit sets of soiu- 
tions of a given system. Although the most significant results were given for 
autonomous systems for which an invariance principle can be applied, 
Yoshizawa and LaSalle have proved some useful results for nonautonomous 
systems (see [4, 61). Th e p rp u ose of this paper is to give an improved result 
for nonautonomous systems. 
Let 
x’ =f(t, x) (’ = dldt), (1) 
where f: [0, co) x R” -+ Rn is continuous. 
We shall say that a continuous scalar function V defined on [0, co) >: Rn 
is a Liapunov function for (1) if: 
(i) V is C’ (has continuous first partials), 
(ii) for any compact set K in R n, V(t, X) is bounded from below for all 
t 20 and XEK, and 
(iii) V’(t, x) = grad I’ . f(t, x) + (aV/at) (t, x) < 0 for (t, x) E 
[0, co) x R”. 
For convenience we have asked that f  and V be defined on all of Rn and 
that V be C’. From the discussion in [4] it is easily seen that, in general, no 
difficulties arise by restricting f  and V to some appropriate subset of Rn or 
by using Liapunov functions which are not differentiable. 
Since we want our results to be comparable to LaSalle’s, we shall borrow 
from his notation. Let Ram denote the one-point compactification of R”. 
Define d(x, y) = / x - y 1 and d(x, a~) = l/j x 1 , where 1 * 1 is any conve- 
nient norm in Rn. For a set Q in Rmn, define d(x, Q) = inf{d(x, y): y E Q}. If 
d(x(t), Q) + 0 as t -+ T- for a continuous function x(t) on [0, T), we shall 
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say x(t) -+ Q as t + T-. For a set H in Rn we denote the complement of H 
by Hc, the closure of H by R, the set H u {co} in R,” by H, , and the 
e-neighborhood of H by S(H, c). 
II. THE RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let x(t) be a solution of (1) with maximal right-interval of 
dejinition [to , T). S pp u ose there exists a closed set H in R” and a Liapunov 
function V(t, x) for (1) such that: 
(i) for each compact set K in R” and each E > 0 there exists 
6 = a(~, K) > 0 such that V’(t, x) < 4 1 f(t, x)1 for t > 0 and 
x E K n Sc(H, e) and 
(ii) no solution of (1) approaches a constant that is not in H. 
Then x(t) + H, as t--f T-. 
Before giving a proof of the theorem, we wish to make several comments. 
We should first of all mention that although condition (ii) in Theorem 1 
may appear to be somewhat artificial, it is often not difficult to verify that it 
holds. This will be seen from the theorem and the example which follow. In 
cases where condition (ii) is not satisfied, information is still gained con- 
cerning the behavior of solutions in that a solution which does not approach 
H, must tend to some constant as t + co. 
Condition (i) is similar to conditions recently used by Burton in [l-2] 
where he defined a Liapunov function with strongly negative definite deriva- 
tive and gave sufficient conditions for a set to be a global attractor. In fact, 
for the sake of completeness, it is worth mentioning Burton’s main result 
here. In essence it says that His a global attractor if V is bounded from below, 
condition (ii) is satisfied and condition (i) is replaced by the condition 
(i)’ for every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0 such that 
-4 If  (4 41 if His unbounded, 
V’(4 x> < 
--6 If(t’ x>I 
1+1x1 
if His bounded, 
for all t > 0 and x E S”(H, e). 
Obviously, condition (i)’ yields a stronger conclusion than condition (i). 
However, a significant advantage of having (i) available is that in practice it is 
often satisfied when (i’) is not. 
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From Theorem 1 we rely heavily on properties of V’ in order to gain 
information concerning behavior of solutions. Once such information is 
determined, one can often give additional results by examining more closely 
the properties of V. LaSalle has extensively discussed this idea in [4] and its 
references and, to this end, we should also mention a recent paper of Wilson 
[Sj. No further comment regarding this matter will be made in this paper. 
We now state LaSalle’s version of Yoshizawa’s result and show that it is a 
special case of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2 ([4, Theorem l(a)]). Suppose for each compact set A in R” 
there exists 01 > 0 such that 1 f (t, x)1 < cI for t > 0 and x E A. Further, suppose 
there exists a Liupunov function V(t, x) for (1) and a continuous function W(x) 
such that V’(t, x) < -W(x) < Ofor t > 0 and x E Rn. Let E = {x: W(x) == O}. 
Then x(t) + E, us t - T- for any solution x(t) qf (I), where T < co is the 
right-hand endpoint of the inter& of definition of x(t). 
Proqf. Let K be a compact set and E > 0 be given. Then there exists /3 > 0 
such that 1 f (t, x)1 < 01 and V’(t, x) < -p for t > 0 and x E K n Sc(E, l ). 
Thus, V’(t, x) < -8 1 f (t, x)1 for t > 0 and x E K n Se(E, l ), where 6 = /3/a. 
Hence, (i) of Theorem 1 holds. We now show that (ii) holds. Suppose not. 
Then there exists p +! E such that x(t) +p as t + 00 for some solution x(t) 
of (1). It follows that there exists t * >, 0 and 7 > 0 such that V’(t, x(t)) < -7 
for t > t*. By integrating V’ along x(t), we obtain a contradiction. Therefore, 
(ii) holds and this completes the proof. 
Under the conditions of Theorem 2, we have that / f (t, x) 1 is bounded in a 
certain sense and that V’(t, x) is negative definite with respect to the closed set E 
(that is, for each E > 0 and each compact set K in R” there exists 7 > 0 
such that V’(t, x) < -v for all t > 0 and x E K n SC(E, c)). The following 
example illustrates that Theorem 1 is indeed a generalization of Theorem 2. 
In fact, we will show that the conditions of Theorem 1 can hold without 
having either 1 f  1 bounded or V’ negative definite with respect to H. 
Consider the second-order system 
x’ = q(t) Y, 
Y’ = --4(t) x - PWY, 
(2) 
where, for t > 0, p and q are continuous, p(t) > 0 and 1 q(t)\ < ap(t) for 
some 01 > 0. Define V = (x2 + y”)/2. Then V’ = -p(t)y2. Let H be the 
set of points on the x-axis. For each E > 0 and each compact set Kin R2, we 
have V’ < -p(t) 2 and If (4 x, y)l <p(t) [(a + 1) I Y I + a I x II G P(t) 01 
for all t 2 0, all (x, y) E K n Sc(H, ) E an some 01 > 0 which depends on K. d 
It follows that V’(t, x, y) < -8 If (t, x, y)l for t 3 0 and (x, y) E K n Sc(H, E), 
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where 6 = ~~/a. Hence, (i) is satisfied. If Jrp(t) dt = co, then it can be 
shown that (ii) is satisfied. If p(t) is so chosen that 
then 
lim+zupp(t) = co and liEinfp(t) = 0, 
lizrrf 1 q(t)1 = 0 
and 1 f 1 is not bounded and V’ is not negative definite with respect to H. 
We now conclude by giving a proof of our main result. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let x(t) be a solution of (1) with maximal right- 
interval of definition [to , T). Let r+ denote the set of positive limit points of 
x(t) (that is, x E r+ if there exists a sequence {t,J t T- such that x(&J + x 
as n-+ co). If r+ is empty, then x(t) -+ co as t + T- and we are through. 
If r+ is nonempty, then T = 03 and it is well-known that x(t) -+ r,+ as 
t + co. To show that x(t) + H, as t -+ co, it suffices to prove that r+ _C H. 
Suppose there existsp E r+ withp 6 H. Then x(t) -+p as t --+ co; otherwise, 
condition (ii) is violated. Let Q # p be another positive limit point of x(t) 
and set E = & min[d(p, Q), d(p, H)] > 0. Then S(p, C) C Sc(H, C) and there 
exist sequences {t,‘}, {tz> t co such that 
I x(G) - X(Gz’>l 3 4 
and 
44 E S(P) 4 for t,’ < t < t: < t;,, . 
It follows by condition (i) that there exists 6 > 0 such that 
V’(t, 4 < -4 I f (t, 41 
provided that 
Hence, 
x E S(p, E) n Sc(H, c) = S(p, c). 
Ir’(4 x(t)) < --6 If (4 WI for t,’ < t < ti . 
For any K we integrate V’ along x(t) to obtain 
w;,, 9 4G+1>) - vo 9 a4 
* 
< i:“” V’(s, x(s)) ds < i j-‘” V’(s, x(s)) ds 
n=l t,* 
< --6 i 4)) ds < --6 I x(G) - &a’)l 
s”R: 
1 s;f(s, 1 nil 
<-------+-CO 
2 
as h--+co. 
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This contradicts V bounded from below. Thus, r+ C H and the proof is 
complete. 
For other results which employ properties of the derivative of Liapunov 
functions which are similar to those used in this paper, we refer to [3] and its 
references. 
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